NEW COLOR RANGE

NEW COLOR RANGE

KEY RANGE
Silky’s new color range is
available for the following
articles and in limited markets*:
 AB1DZ1X

 UL051DZ1

 BD9RDZ1

 UL052DZ1

 BK1DZ1X

 UL058DZ1

 CS206DZ1

 VAC151DZ1X

 TE2DZ1

 VAC2DZ1

 UL050DZ1

 WK1DZ1X

 UL050DZ1X
* Silky’s new color range is available
only in France, Germany and Italy.

BRILLIANT COLORS

Silky spreads out its
positive energy with its
wide variety of
glamorous colors!
Make the color keys offer
of your shop truly unique!

We remind you that Silky keys
are available also for other key
references in the following
colors:

SILKY KEYS - Plus
 Choose Silky if you want

to offer color, design and
quality combined in a
unique, exclusive product.
 Silky integrates color

within the key, without
changing the key head
depth.
 Silky is manufactured

with high-quality
materials, making it a
long-lasting, reliable key.
 Make your customers’

keys bundle brighter and
fresher with Silky’s brand
new color range. You can
now choose from 5
brilliant hues: fluorescent
green, yellow, purple,
light blue, black.
 Single key head for the

entire range.
 Available in practical

100-key or 50-key boxes
of a single reference in
assorted colors.

In compliance with current regulations relating to industrial property, we hereby state that the trade-marks or trade names mentioned in this document are the exclusive property of authorized manufacturers of locks and users. Said trade-marks or trade names are
nominated only for the purposes of information so that any lock for which our keys are made can be rapidly identified. This document is reserved exclusively for professional key cutters who use Silca products. / All information and illustrations in this document are
for guidance only. Silca reserves the right to alter products designs, dimensions or info to improve the products quality. The contents of this document are fully protected by Copyright and may not be copied or reproduced in any form, without written
permission from Silca S.p.A. Any controversy shall be settled by the Courts of Justice where the company has its headquarters, with express exclusion of any other court.

Silky enables you to customize your customers’
keys bundle with fresh new colors, allowing you to
differentiate each key according to its use and
quickly identify it. If Silky keys are still not part of
your key cutting service’s offer, now you can choose
from an even wider color range thanks to 5 new
bright hues.
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